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The New Franchises 

Cheltenham/GIoucs 

and Dundee/Perth 

NEWS 

THE 1BA has announced the successful applicants for both Dundee/Perth and Cheltenham/Gloucester 1LR franchises. They arc Tay Sound Broadcasting of 29 Adelaide Place, Dundee and Gloucestershire Broadcasting Company (Seven Sound) of 45 Northgate, Gloucester. Neither group is primarily c 
The Gloucester group is chaired by Clive Lindley, chairman and chief executive of Northgate-based Leisure 

Hallam leaves AIR for RS&M 
RADIO HALLAM has be third ILR station in recent switch to Radio Sales & f from AIR Senices. The m effect on August 1. e been k 
MacDonald. "for a variet 
ihelnfun"benefit of Hail audience figures, in a m; of unmatched r UK." 

r metropolitan compensa,e for ,he spcruy in the HalIarn s told R&RN 
el Goodric choosing between the ailched for the contract: is herself three agcm AIR. EMS and RS&M. f spent 10 days in Canada to learn background of the two Canadian out Standard and Selkirk. "RS&M have impressed us with t highly professional and optimi 

THE GREAT MEDIUM 
FOR 15-24s 

More 15-24s lislen nowadays to Radio 
Luxembourg than to any other commercial 
radio station — 48.7% of them in fact. 

More 15-24s buy LPs and singles nowadays 
than any other age group — more than 80% 
of them. 

% 

Phone Nigel Mori on 01-439 7401 « 
Britain's only National commercial radit 

2t Wm MaJiumWivc 11 -iy Khz. 
W 

nong their riase Hallam's profile with national advertising agencies." RS&M now handles four ILR stations: LBC, Victory, Beacon and Hallam, plus Manx Radio in the Isle of Man. 

future 

and Commercial Investments. Vice- chairman is Newent farmer Mail Davison. 

BBC locals' 

FOLLOWING the BBC Local Radio managers' conference held in London recently, speculation as to the future format of BBC local radio is rife in the network. Aubrey Singer told the managers' meeting that they were being asked to take part in an eight-month reduced broadcasting trial from September, in order "to concentrate on making a first class job of what we in the BBC do best." Although there would not be cuts in the local radio budget, he said BBC radio needs "to face its financial realities honestly." Michael Barton, instructed by Singer to inform the meeting of the need for cutbacks, declined to comment. But BBC Local Radio PR, TonyTalmage, said that if cuts were to be made it would be in evening programming. The cutbacks, he said, will not affect the planned nine new local stations, all of which will be going ahead as previously scheduled. Local station managers are reluctant is early stage because, manager told R&RN. "Any would be fatuous." But there are strong rumours in the net- work that the cutbacks which are said to still be under discussion have in fact been roughly finalised and communicated to managers. Rumour suggests that Singer is asking for a 25 per cent cutback across the network, and that stations will be told to broadcast between 06.30 and 18.30 only. The BBC denies that specialist evening programming will be affected, but one source told R&RN that by necessity evening p would be severely affected. With the station managers holding fire on the subject, it is expected that local advisory councils will be the first to protest to the BBC over the proposals. Already, listeners in various towns across the country have organised petitions and letters to Broadcasting House in protest. 

Lindley, 44, says he intends to invite applications for the posts of managing director and programme controller straight away. The station is expected to locate its main studio on the site of Ye Olde Talbot pub in Southgatc Street, Gloucester linked to a studio in St George's Road, Cheltenham. The group is largely financed by local investors and "whilst a substantial amount of the necessary capital has been applied for by 115 local residents and organisations, opportunities still remain for investment arising from 
Says Lindley: ' ring nformi entertaining and genuinely local radio service to this large community which will reflect the particular character of the area. We aim to make independent local radio not just another medium of information and entertainment for the area, but the natural first choice. "We will bring a genuine independence of view to all local matters, be they political, industrial or civic, and our programme plans are intended to involve the people of this area, as well as to entertain them." The board of directors is made up of 

average age of 39. The youngest member is 19-year-old secretary Sandra Driscoll who represents the "vital interests of the area's youth." The business community is represented by Oliver Blizzard of Page & Davies Gloucester; Patrick Gee, a qualified accountant of Clifford Mesne; Mike Orchard of the old-established Gloucester printers Orchard & Ind and Peter Benson of P. R. Benson of St George's Road, Cheltenham. A retired heating and air conditioning engineer, Mac Hammond of Taynton is also on the board. On the broadcasting side, playwright, author and critic Dennis Potter is joined on the board by George Figsworlh who established BBC Radio Derby and ran the station from 1971 to 1978; Jean Elliott of the Postlit Hall Community at Winchcombe, who has fifteen years experience in broadcasting with the BBC, and Mike Burton, Gloucestershire and England rugby footballer with particular experience in broadcasting sport on radio and TV. GMWU regional officer Rod Neale and Susan Webster, who is involved in community problems and social services, complete the group. • Tay Sound Broadcasting is chaired by James Pow, ex-overseas fo pace 6 Radio & Record News. 
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another great single from the hit album 
You Dorft Bring Me Flowers' 

On the way up <& picking up ^ 
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RADIO NEWS 

Plymouth's half-yearly figures ILR profits 

The Earl of Morley nolcJ ihe drop 
LBC 

Beeb to increase 
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will be asked 10 bring along their old records. 78s, 45s or LPs. in reiurn for a one of the 
general reaction was "Can we ring you back?" or "No comment until we've 
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Lay Your Love 
On The Line Limited Edition 7°&l2"Bags 4 Colour 
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RECORD NEWS 
EMI/Capitol: major Beach Boys and 

Pink Floyd sets due Extra Tracks 
BROLLY RECORDS, Root Jackson and Raffi Pereira's new independent company, have set June 29 as the release date for the label's first single. Titled Only Love can Break your Heart, it's a reggae flavoured version of the Neil Young classic performed by Rafoot. The disc will be available in 12" (Rain LLI) or 7" (Rain LLI) editions, through Pinni re Publici 

seek s R&R\. hi 

f Phonogram and Polydor in Bnta 

ON JUNE 22, Capitol are to put out a box set containing all 25 singles released the label by the Beach Boys. The discs, which will all be in picture sleeves decorated with a series of beach beauties, range from Surfin' Safari (1963) through to Cotlonfields (1970). 

The unique Monday Report breakdown of new singles releases, with full gimmick guide and chart rating — in Radio & Record News every week 
All the singles will be available separately, but those purchasing the box set will also receive an otherwise unavailable single including Pamela Jean, by The Survivors (actually the Beach Boys under a pseudonym), a 1964 item which, in it's original form, has been selling among collectors for £75 a time, plus Car Crazy Culie, a cut from the Little Deuce Coupe album. Catalogue number for the set is BBP 26. 

• Following the release of the recent boxed set of Beatles albums, EMI are issuing The First Eleven (PF1I), a boxed set containing all Pink Floyd's British album releases, including Relics, the compilation of early material that is currently available on MFP. Initially to be priced at £58, the set will 
Magnet: disco 
do-it-yourself 

bably b< in VAT. 

suggests th MAGNET indulged in a do-it-yourself £I0 r°r lhe 
spree recently, when the label ran into sl.ood lh.:lI production difficulties on the sleeve for La Bamba, the Anlonia Rodriguez single (MAG 149 and 12/149). The problem prompted Tilly Rutherford, the label's disco 

discrepancy in prices. The se 

.taff. t Llso available on June 29 wi (EMSP 330) the long-aw from Queen. Initially set f rice of £6.99, Live Killers 

FOLLOWING A licensing deal with the New York-based ORK label, WEA issued three ORK singles last Friday for a Lond 
•e Little Johnny Je 

u (NYC 2) by The dudes e y (NYC 3) by The Revelons. Further releases will include discs by The Ei and Student Teachers. ORK Records was formed in 1975 by Terry Ork. who initially organised the 

lust Never Sleeps (K54105), the latest m from Neil Young, is now expected to eleascd on July 6. The first side of the features Young together with Nicolctle York Dolls Larsen, Joe Osborne and Carl HimmeL two reunites Young with Crazy 
s. Chris Stamey n July 6 

Island: B-52s tour, album MUCH ACCLAIMED US b B-52s have signed with Island and have a debut album called B-52s (1LPS 9580) scheduled for release on July 7, coinciding with the band's arrival to play a number of British dates. The B-52s, who hail from Georgia.    Rock Lobstc - this Jon of Rock Lobster — was 
The original single h initial copies of Ter will only apply with the EMI sales 

& 

■ 
SKY, the classical-rock band headed by guitarist John Williams, are pictured at a persona! appearance made at Chappells in New Bond Street. The band's first album. Sky (Ariola ARL 5022), has been registering high on R&RN's Album 60 chart. Seen (L-R) are Tristan Fry, Herbie Flowers, Francis Monkman, John Williams, Pat Harrison (manager of Chappells) and Kevin Peek. 

MCA: country line-up 

WEA: Neil Young and ORK 

Pye/Electric: 
Writz gimmix 

th the Country na on July 12. The show features Roy Clark, The Oak Ridge Boys and The Oak Ridge Boys Band 

NIGHT NURSE, debut single by Writz, a rock band, is to be released in three different forms by Pye's Electric label later this month. dnyl (LWOTS 

I Clarence 'Gatemouth' Brown', •a Mandrcll's If Loving You is a country hit in the US (ABC 4255) 
Moods (MCA 3011), to Oak Ridge Boys also h Away (ABC 4258) and a 

35) in >n June 23. th -cing th S 35). 

te of 

I 10,000 7" , 
r. Electric are to release the disc :lure form (LWOP 35), in an 15,000 copies. The recording is Oak Ridge Boys' keyboardi 

:r as opposed tc 
GUITARIST PAUL B 
disco for his new single Nincteer Nine. Initially he recorded the for his forthcoming Eclipse (RCA PL 25219) but when Jerry of 'Disco International' heard t pleted tape, he suggested lha remix the track and re-fashion 12" disco single, available June 

Arista/Zoom: 
Simple Minds 
rush release 

Zoom arc to rush-release a single, Chelsea Girl (ZUM 11). this Friday (22). The flipside features Garden of Hate, a new 

Record News by Fred Debar every week in R&RN 

hich does not appear on th a Day album. n recently signed London Zoo. lb first non-Scotiish signing, and ih 
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PRESS AND PROMOTION 
Independent press, promotion and marketing services 

Putting 

PR in perspective 

A legion of independent public relations, promotion and marketing companies work to assist artists and recording companies in getting better press, exposure and sales. ROBERT SHELTON surveys the s 

ABOVE AND beyond, and right alongside the press and promotion services offered by the recording companies, a host of energetic independents help to keep the record industry spinning. Many of these indies are veterans of press and promotion work on labels, big and small. Several have had journalistic experience, and know "how the press works" from the inside out. New technology and new ideas in music promotion and marketing are spreading quickly, broadening the range of services available. This survey will try to give a representative sample of how the independent publicists, promoters and marketing people operate. The chief advantage of the independent over record companies' own personnel .is his or her closer relationship with the artist, greater day-to-day rapport with managers and a continuing round of publicity activity, not geared only to the release of a 
Judy Totlon, for example, who recently left the CBS press office to set up her own PR company, said she had 80 clients on her roster at CBS, but is now selective and wants to keep her operation moderately 
Mclntyre Massey Associates arc also record-com- pany graduates. Mac Mclntyre worked with Phono- gram and Nick Massey was at Phillips'. Although they've both had independent PR experience since the early I970's, they joined forces two years ago. One of their most successful campaigns was with The Boomtown Rats and the Ensign label. Now, they are handling K-Tel Records, Electric, a Pye licensee; a band called Blue, No Dice (on EMI) and a group called Warm Jets, not yet signed to a label. Their promotion of The Second Movement and Classic Rock by the London Symphony Orchestra shows how wide their work ranges. "Our credibility is on the line every time we pick up the phone," they say. What they principally like about the independent route is "concentration, focus 

and being able to work with whom we like ... it can be great to work with a young band and watch them grow." Mac says: "We're also into career-building for artists as well as selling records." At K-Tel and Electric they're working with John Williams, the guitarist, and are especially enthusia- stic, through their corporate connections, about such acts as Quantum Jump, Foodband and Ruby Winters. Mostly, they see their work as "fun", with the freedom to say "no" to some acts if they don't feel in sync with them. Mac and Nick reported some discomfort in talking about themselves, rather than a 
This was echoed by Jennie Halsall, who prefers to tout her clients than herself. She's been in public relations for 10 years, laughingly adding that she's about ready now for a strait-jacket (she has two assis- tants). Every month, for the last year, she's been sending out a newsletter, which matches some, and exceeds many, prepared by labels. She gives the latest news about such acts as Anne Murray, Rainbow, The Enid, and The Real Thing. As corporate PR person for Ariola — "not press officer," she stressed — she's worked with acts like Sky, Three Degrees, Sarah Brightman, Amanda Lear and others. "My job is to make their faces known," Jennie said, adding; "We like to think we can do anything, from heavy rock to reggae to MOR." She is understandably proud of having won the Record Business Les Perrin Publicist Award for best independent publicist of 1978. 

Photography Service 
Jennie's brother, John Halsall, is managing director of London Features International, estab- lished in 1971, principal suppliers of photographic services to the industry. LF1 has two main areas of operation: covering, photographically, every major gig in the UK; and maintaining a massive colour-pic- 
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JENNY HALSALL: "My job is to make iheirfaa 

HAZELL-SMITH LTD 
Doesn't stand on its record — it moves it! 

Comprehensive national and international public relations services. Affiliated services include advertising, design, video, radio production, exhibition and conference organisation, market research and survey facilities. 

36 Maiden Lane, Covent Garden, London WC2E 7LJ 01-240 3284 

Please contact; Peter Hazell-Smith or Maxine Evans 

Radio & Record News. 



PRESS AND PROMOTION 
LFI has a staff of eleven, including three full-time photographers, with five more on call in England alone. It also has independent photographers avail- able in (he US. Germany, Benelux, Scandinavia, Australia and Japan. John Halsall says his photo- graphs are offered to, or commissioned by record companies. Also LFI syndicate photos to music magazines and video in the free world, and, through agents, to Eastern Europe. Among his triumphs. Halsall recalls having the first good photo session with Abba, and also "taking a risk with Queen, eight months before they had a hit." The LFI colour-transparencies library runs from the 1950"s until today, encompassing about half-a- million pictures which fill 27 filing cabinets. Halsall believes he can handle any son of assignment thrown at him: from album covers to shooting and contract signings, receptions, and spot news. 

Disco Promotion 
The boom in the disco field has led to specialists. Garrell Redfearn's M1F Record Promotions Company has been functioning since 1975. A Polydor employee in 1974, Redfearn witnessed the birth of the British disco breakout and decided to go independent. "We work on a record-lo-record basis," he says, "which is the secret of our success. Therefore, we've turned down a lot of product we've been offered." He recalls with pride promoting Betty Wright's first big hit — Shoorah. Shoovah — and the Bee Gees' Jive Talking, their first disco-style record, before Saturday Night Fever. Redfeam says: "Disco music is grossly misunder- stood by people in the record companies because they don't like it. We develop good relationships with djs and get things played." His total mailing list for singles and a newsletter is about 750 djs, but it is in constant flux, and he tries to keep it at about 500. 

elicits from the disco djs on his list. "We've just done our 210ih mail-out." Redfearn went on. "and one-third of the records we've worked on have made the lop 50." He attributes his high success rate to "not sending out rubbish, just what we regard as the very best." Last year Roger St. Pierre and Sally O (for Ormsby) began a somewhat similar disco publicity and promotion service, St. Pierre Publicity. Roger was on holiday, and unavailable for an interview, but few readers of Radio & Record News need an introduction to him. 

Hazell-Smith's Operation 
Well-known in public relations circles is Peter Hazell-Smith, who has had three executives working for the last two years from his Maiden Lane office. "We operate for press, radio and TV, and we don't work solely for music clients. We are international freelance consultants and have links to ad agencies, design companies, exhibition-conference people and video producers. "To be a useful PR consultant", he said, "you have to do more than get media exposure. Major labels have often brought us in as trouble-shooters, while the younger independent labels realise that the majors don't always do a full job in artist development." Among his clients have been the independent label. Different Records, and Soft Rock, a publishing company run by Tim Hollicr, who's been organising a songwriter's workshop. Monarch Records is a new client as are rising acts like Tubeway Army and Rikki 
One of his most enjoyable campaigns, Hazell- Smith says, has been the Different recording of the Boys of St. Paul's Cathedral Choir, which has sold 60,000 copies. Whenever he can, he aims to break into the national newspapers with a good newsy story. This happened in a most unexpected way when Clarence Baker, manager of the reggae group Misty, was pictured in The Daily Mail calming down demonstrators after the recent Southall riots. Baker was injured severely in the fracas, and Hazell-Smith is not pleased that such an event had to be the way to make the news. Although there are well-informed writers about music in the national press, Hazell- Smith says, he feels they are "doing an unadven- turous job of covering the music scene." He doesn't lay the blame on the writers, but on their editors. Heavy Publicity 
Joe O'Neill at Heavy Publicity got his early training at EMI, having witnessed "the re-emergence of heavy metal in 1979, even though, in fact, heavy metal never went away." In that area, he's worked with Ted Nugent, Arrowsmilh, Mahogany Rush and UFO. Says O'Neill: "Nobody can deny the energy and fastness of punk-rock, but we couldn't relate to songs like The GLC Killed my Hamster." Heavy Publicity has broadened out a bit, to include Marshall Hain, The Zones and Wild Horses. Having worked at several record companies, O'Neill says that at even the best of them "you tend to get bogged down on the business aspects. I'd much 

rather handle the most difficult pop star, than the chairman of a label." Heavy Metal's been operative for four years. Annette Bicknell has gone off on her own to work with Dire Straits, but O'Neill is still working with Richard Ogdon and Mick Wall. "Indcpndent PR companies have the time for more creativity. Also, an area we look after is servicing the small independent lables, who just don't have the facilities. Among these, he lists Criminal Records, who specialise in folk music, and the new Genetic Records, set up by Martin Rushent, who produced the Slranglers, Generation X and the Buzzcocks. "We don't put too much on paper," O'Neill says. "1 always gel on the phone and chase. 1 wouldn't want to do 20 acts, I'd rather concentrate doing a campaign on three or four." 
Deans of Independent PR 

Keith Allham, Tonny Barrow and Tony Brainsby are among the deans of independent artists-press relationships. Altham defines his role as "being a direct contact between artists and the press. What we can do better than the record company is in the immediacy and the personalisation of our service. I've always maintained that it helps to have been a journalist. It helps you understand the press. Often, we can supply material the press needs without bothering the artists. "1 try to provide a bridge, rather than a barrier between the artists and the press. A 'no comment attitude' can antagonise," Allham said. "A journalist has to fill his space," he continued, "the artist who just wants his PR rep to say 'no, no, no,' should get a parrot or an answering service." 1 asked Altham about the old American dictum, "just spell my name right," but he said he didn't think that operated here. "I'm seeking sympathetic press 
Altham started as a provincial sports-writer, wrote at IPG for teen-oriented magazines, then became features editor of New Musical Express. He's been in independent PR for nearly 10 years, and has had his own company for nearly 6 years. His current roster includes Who, Rolling Stones, Moody Blues, Peter Tosh, Nazareth, The Cure, Slade, Van Marrison. Among his newcomers are Angletrax, Nick van Eede and the reggae group Capital Letters. Altham says that he learned a lot from the late Les Perrin, who "established a pattern of work that I try- to follow. 1 admired him greatly and modelled my operation after his. 

<^^[cition± (2on±a[tant± 
Suite 99. 12/13 Henrietta Street, London WC2E8LH. Telex: LONPIX 25884 Telephone: 01-240 5601/2 

OUR CLIENTS INCLUDE: 

ARIOLA RECORDS RAINBOW 
ANNE MURRAY THE ENID 
IAN MATTHEWS THE REAL THING 



PRESS AND PROMOTION 

Our loyalties are very clear, 
working for the artists and 
without the corporate 
demands. It makes your 
objectives very simple." 
Judy Totten. 

THE NEW studio at London Features Inter- national: photographer Simon Fowler shooting a test shot for a record sleeve. 

TONY BARROW. MOR specialist: "I aim to reach a wider range of writer, and on into fashion and TV." 

Altham, in turn, was to prove inspirational for two younger PR men, Charlie McCutcheon and Alan Edwards. Charlie, long-time rep for Deep Purple, worked with Altham for a year and says "I learned a lot from him." He moved onto Anchor-ABC, but has just set up a powerhouse new operation called Box-Office Public Relations. His first step, an expen- sive one, was to take a luxurious suite at the London International Press Centre, Shoe Lane. EC4, within whispering distance of Fleet Street. His second step was to hire two specialists to help him in his plan to work with many American artists and to expand into 
Marion Mason of Box-Office is fluent in French, German and Dutch (not to mention English), and, Charlie says, "through her we'll be looking toward a broader base in Europe. McCutcheon's other key person will be Stan Britt, a well-known journalist, author of a Sinatra biography and co-editor of the Encyclopedia of jazz. "He'll be the company's news editor," McCutcheon said, adding that the gleaning of news and information for the press is a vital func- 
McCutcheon, at the moment, is working with The Sutherland Brothers, Don Williams in the UK and with Willie Nelson's Lone Star label. Handling the whole Ensign label, topped by the Boomtown Rats, is another key commitment, as is Whitesnake, a Seabreeze Productions act. He'll also be placing the TV rights, outside the US, for the Woodstock, 1979, revival. 
His perspectives arc broader than that, however. I would dearly like to represent a radio station, and also think that publishing companies have not had 

LONDON FEATURES INTERNATIONAL LTD 

☆ Fully equipped West End studio with in-house catering and entertainment facilities [available for hire if required] 
☆ Staff photographers experienced in all grades of Music Business photography from signings to album sleeves. In- house creative facilities. 
"A" Fast efficient, quality repro service [4-hour turn round, at extra cost, when required]. 

Colour duplicating service. 
ix 24-hour, 7-day availability of all services. 

World's largest colour and black and white photo library of groups and artists from middle 50s to date. 
Weekly colour and black and white syndication to world-wide media with a combined circulation/viewing potential of more than 150 million. 

CONTACT: JOHN HALSALL FRANCES TOPP, LORRAINE SMITH LIBRARY/SYNDICATION. ROY JONES STUDIO BOOKINGS, TECHNICAL ENQUIRIES, PRINTS, REPROS. SIMON FOWLER, PAUL CANTY, PAUL. COX PHOTOGRAPHS. 
LONDON FEATURES INTERNATIONAL LTD., DORSET LODGE, 8 DORSET SQUARE. LONDON, NW1 6PU. 
TELEPHONE: 01 -723 4204/5, 723 2459. TELEX 25884 LONPIX G. CABLES LON PIX LONDON NW1. 

PHOTOGRAPHERS TO THE MUSIC BUSINESS 

Radio & Record News. 



BOX OFFICE PUBLIC RELATIONS (UK) LTD. 
WOULD LIKE TO THANK THE FOLLOWING FOR 

THEIR SUPPORT DURING OUR LAUNCH . . . 

WHITESNAKE. JOHN COLETTA. BOOMTOWN RATS. NIGEL GRAINGE. 
CHRIS HILL. FACHTNA O'KELLV. WILLIE NELSON. JOEL KATZ (ATLANTA) 

GUERRY MASSEY (LONE STAR RECORDS). NICK BLACKBURN. 
SUTHERLAND BROTHERS. JOHN MORRIS (NEW YORK). 

BERT COHEN (WOODSTOCK II, NEW YORK). 
MIKE HUTSON. HELEN WALTERS. BARRY DICKENS. MERVYN CONN. 

JOHN BURROWS. MARTIN WYATT. KEN EVANS. 
CHARLIE CRANE. LIGHT OF THE WORLD. 

RAINER JESSON. ROY SUNDHOLM . HELEN HENDERSON. 
JIM MORAY (KATZ, GALLIN & MORAY - LOS ANGELES). IAN RALFINI. 

TIM HOLLIER. LONDON RADIO PRODUCTIONS. MEL MORRIS. RAY STILL. 
RAY TISSIER. GRAHAM NOLDER. ALAN GORDON. OSKAR HOPPE. ALAN WADE. 

NOEL D'ABO. JEREMY THOMAS. 
ROGER FENNINGS (U.S.T.S.) SEABROOK, GRAVES & ASLETT. 

ANDREW TRIBE. PETER FROHLICH. 
DON REEDMAN. NIGEL MASON. TONY PRIOR. MARTIN BUCHAN. 

BOX OFFICE PUBLIC RELATIONS (UK) LTD., SUITE 4 04, LONDON INTERNATIONAL PRESS CENTRE, SHOE LANE, LONDON EC4A 3JB. TEL: 01-353 7946/7 (temporary number) 
CHARLES McCUTCHEON. MARION MASON. STAN I 
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PRESS AND PROMOTION 
the PR they deserve, considering how important they are within the industry, how much talent emerges from them." It's only three months since he organised Box-Office and Charlie said he'll have a lot more definite signings to report in the near future. Another graduate of the Keith Altham operation, Alan Edwards, is at 23 probably the youngest indie PR man about. His Modern Publicity Company played an important function in the very early days of punk-rock, especially with The Stranglers. "Because I was younger, they gravitated toward me," Edwards says. "1 dealt with the national press and also with fanzines like Sniffin' Glue, Hanging Around, and Ripped and Torn. Before the "punk explosion" of 1976, Edwards found himself hanging out at the Roxy Club, to which all the groups gravitated. He recalls working three months for Generation X, without gelling a penny. He set up shop in a squat in Jane Street, Covem Garden, and started his own agency on £50. "When new-wave broke out, I was in a good position. The press didn't know what was happening and my phones went crazy. Last year, when new- wave went out of fashion, I had a difficult time, so 1 had to branch out, looking after The Tubes and Joan Armatrading on their recent lours." His current rosier includes Generation X, Inner Circle, Blondie, Molorhead and, still loyal, The Stranglers. 

Record Sales 
A good deal of excitement has been generated by Record Sales, organised in September 1977 as an offshoot of Promodisc Ltd, directed by Richard Jakubowski and Alan Wade. Record Sales offers disc companies retail promotion on an independent, but powerful, level and has had involvement with more than 100 chart singles. Both directors have had marketing experience with major lables, but feel one of the keys of their current success is to retain their independence. Their chief focus has been on the dealer. "Our aim," the pair say, "is to service those dealers who set the pace." They aim principally at about 2,000 retailers who are knowledgeable enthusiasts. They may not be big dealers, but they can be influential in breaking a 
Record Sales has 21 people on the road full time, visiting 1,000 shops weekly throughout the UK. They concentrate on only three records in a given week, even though they've been approached by major and minor labels to handle as many as 10 singles a week! With the dealer-promo effort well on its way, Richard and Alan began expansion into radio promotion, currently servicing 36 1LR and BBC stations. This year's biggest successes have been with Barry Manilow's Could It Be Magic, Third World's Cool Meditation, Frankie Miller's Darlin, and Driver 67's Car 67, among others. Record Sales recently set up its own disco promo- lion company, but with a definite new twist. Jakubowski and Wade try to reach 1,000 disco djs a week by mailing selected product to dealers. This brings the jock into the shop to pick up his free records — the interplay between dj and dealer, they maintain, helps keep both informed as well as heightening the buzz for the records they are promoting. Captain Video 
A unique form of record promotion has been pioneered by Captain Video, a Fulham Road-based operation that is now into 200 record shops in England, and, through licensing deals, is spreading throughout Europe. "We expect to be in 2,000 stores by the end of the year," says General Bruce Higham. Each month, Captain Video compiles an hour-long video-tape with 15 or 16 bands playing their new recordings. Says Higham, "We are a TV generation. You just have to see the crowds outside a TV or record store 

every time they It n a TV s< without any 
At present, labels are charged for space on the monthly Captain Video video-tape, showing the same sort of promotional movies one might see on Top of the Pops. "Actually seeing an act perform is very important to record sales," Higham believes. That, of course, is the philosophy behind tour and disc promotion on TV. The record dealer, seeing what Captain Video has programmed, stocks up on singles and albums his customers can see performed on the good captain's video-tape. 

Wilde Rock A variation on that theme of in-store record promotion is the operation of Wilde Rock, directed by Jerry MacKenzie. He says that he supplies a fort- nightly sound tape to about 500 independent record shops, of either singles or album tracks. Record companies are charged £75 per single track, £85 per album track. These promotional tapes are put together with voice-overs by well-known djs or personalities. In the past, these have included Kenny Everett, Jasper Carrott and Bob Harris, while tapes currently going out use Robbie Vincent's voice. Each of these one- hour cassettes will go out every two weeks. When sent to boutiques or non-record shops, the dealer, not the record company, will pay for the rental. This year, MacKenzie began to change the content mix for the in-store cassettes, broken down into one pop, one disco and one easy-listening programme. MacKenzie, formerly a chartered accountant, has a lot of other ideas on the go, such as offering tapes to brewery chains, over-priming record promotional material on beer mats, and even turning faulty vinyl and picture disks into quality quartz wall clocks! 
Meanwhile, Back in PR 

Clearly, there are promotional wizards with seemingly endless novel ideas. New technology and new promotional methods can be expected to surface as the imaginations of promotion people flower. Some of the new ideas may be generated within recording companies. But the lively enterprise, and struggle for a place in the sun, will still keep the ranks of independent PR, promotion and marketing organisations rolling. The backbone of independent PR companies still hinges on lime-tested methods of represemion and on the newer people coming up. Tony Barrow has spent 18 years in public relations, and has run Tony Barrow International since 1968. A former aide of the late Brian Epstein at Nems, Barrow has worked with a wide-range of artists, like The Monkees, the Davids Cassidy and Soul, Sweet, Mud, New Seekers. Gary Glitter and such MOR stalwarts as Tony Bennett, Neil Sedaka and Andy Williams. Barrow handles many special projects for RCA, like visits by John Denver. Says Barrow: "I work closely with many recording company press officers. They aim principally to reach record reviewers, while I aim to reach a wider range of writer, and on into fashion and TV. My association with clients is over a long period of lime. I gel closer to them, even when they change managers and labels." For 10 years. Barrow had a staff of up to 8 people in Mayfair. Last year, he began a one-man operation in Kingston Vale, culling down his talent rosier to half a dozen. "I charge more, but my clients get more service. I'm a specialist in MOR acts. Experience is definitely an advantage. There are university courses in PR nowadays, but it's still better to learn the practical side. You need to build relationships with press and with artists, and have to establish a reputation for reliability. "Perhaps because I'm from Liverpool, 1 say don't discount the regional press or local radio. It may be fine to gel a mention in a national gossip column, but I'm not loo sure of their power. One always has to be aware if you're trying to reach the record-buyer-or 
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PRESS AND PROMOTION 

the concert-goer, or the general reader," Barrow 
Fresh Recruils to PR 

At the other end of the spectrum are two jaunty newcomers to independent PR, at Judy Totton Publicity, 29 James Street, in beautiful downtown Covent Garden. Judy recently left the CBS press office, and is working with Annie Milligan, who learned the business at EMI. Judy handles national press and the pop papers, while Annie concentrates on regional press, radio and TV. Their talent roster includes some well-known acts and some just coming up: Status Quo, John Cooper Clarke, Alberto y Los Trios Paranoias, Jennc Haan (former Babe Ruth lead singer). The Only Ones, Mark Ashton and the disco group, Liquid Gold. Annie definitely prefers being outside the bureaucracy of a large recording company "where there's so much checking with this one or that one to get an OK on something. Here, there's closer contact with the artists. Our chief problems? Lack of staff, but then we've only been going four months and I only joined a month ago. 1 think the record companies feel we're helping them. We don't step on people's toes. We like to have people drop in. We make the best coffee in the music business." Adds Judy Totton; "Our loyalties are very clear, working for the artists and without the corporate demands. It makes your objectives very simple — to get the widest possible coverage. We try to create activity all the time, not just tied to the release of a new record. We're in general PR. and feel we could do justice to any son of act." Judy had launched John Cooper Clarke, "the poet of punk," at Speaker's Corner in Hyde Park last autumn, while still at CBS. That she's now working 

with him as an indie PR speaks praise for the relationship she started elsewhere. I haven't been able to contact each and every person in independent PR, promotion and market- ing. No slight was intended, but even this lengthy survey could only touch the surface of a very fast- moving, always developing, field. Only one company spokesman is in record promotion on radio, declined an interview, believing that their style of work meant that his outfit would only generate jealousy by crowing about his successes. That is probably the ultimate in promotion: doing so well, you decide not : your own work! 

FACT Music programmers in radio read R&RN for (he best coverage of radio news and gossip of any music trade paper 

/I 

Available space in papers must always be used for our artists. To 
our clients, past and present, thanks: 

Autographs Beggars Banquet Records Belhnal Blue Graham Bonnet Boomtown Rats Duncan Browne Jim Burns City Boy Cube Records Dazzlers The Doll Electric Records Ensign Records 
Foodband Gardner & Boull Gordon Gillrap Robert Johnson K Tel Records Light of the World London Symphony Orchestra The Lurkers Marseille Meal Ticket Mountain Records 

No Dice Polygram Quantum Jump Sad Cafe Shooter Split Enz Stadium Dogs Rikki Sylvan Tubcway Army Van Dcr Graaf Warm Jets John Williams Window Ruby Winters Zomha Management & Publishers 
Mac Mclntyre & Nick Massey 
Mclntyre Massey Associates 
Public Relations Consultants 3rd Floor 109 New Bond St, London W1Y 9AA 01-408 2350 
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PLAYL1STS REPORT Singles 
THE PLAYLISTS REPORT is designed to give an alphabetical, at-a-glance guide to which playlists any individual ■ - playlists (read verticallyJ.^H represents Station, Personality record is on (read horizontally), and to complete  r—•/   . . u' u n .   ' ■ and Hit Picks, • represents a place on the playlist. New entries are entered alphabetically at the head of the Report. Hit Picks are also listed station by station down the right-hand side of the page. 
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CASABLANCA RECORDS & FILMWORKS PRESENT 

THE HOTTEST 

SUMMER 

ON RECORD 

4* A DOUBLE ALBUM WITH 4 SIDES OF DISCO DYNAMITE. 
*WCUJDESTHE CHART SINGLEHOT STUFF PUUS THE NEW CHART BOUND SINGLE BAD GIRLS'. 
♦PICKING UPALOTOFAIRPLAY. 
♦ ADVERTISING BACK-UP INCLUDES ALLTHE MUSIC PRESS & NAHONAL PRESS. 
♦ LONDON BUSES & UNDERGROUND. NATIONWIDE BUSES INCLUDING MANCHESTER, LIVERPOOL, LEEDS. GLASGOW & BIRMINGHAM. 
♦ NDEPENDENT LOCAL RADIO CAMPAIGN. 
♦ PRODUCED BY THE WINNING TEAM OF MOWOER & BELLDTTE. 

NOW'iC 
CALD 5007 

Her latest double Album 
featuringthe Hit single 

'HOT STUFF' 

Orders To: Pye Records Ltd., 132 Western Road, Milcham, Surrey CR4 3UT. Telephone: 01-640 3344, 
ogdio & Record News. 
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Turning Tables 

This Week's 
Albums 
in Review 

n 

ROCKPILE tour started at the I W*" Lomond Festival and is currently I W'tig 20 more venues before finishing j ®thc Edinburgh Odeon June 29th. ' we can expect a lot of street-talk I Wut Dave Edmunds and Nick Lowe, : '"'ch can only be heightened by their 1*0 new albums, Dave Edmunds: ''Peat When Necessary (Swan Song ' SK 59409) and Nick Lowe: Labour of tost (Radar RAD 21). There's nearly a brother act going on toe, with Edmunds supplying rhythm 1 md solo guitar on Lowe's album, and the latter playing bass on the Edmunds platter. Lowe, of course, has written all his own songs, with the expectable amount of wit and word-play. Both are mainstream rockers with more than a little country-rock influence — highly listenable, not terribly deep, nor meant to be. It's not a simple matter of choosing tilher/or. I lean a bit more toward Edmund's urgent tracks like Crawling from the Wreckage and Girls Talk, but there's much to be admired on Lowe's 
! album. Although Lowe's games grit 

Singer-Songwriters 

Meet the Americans 
Spend seven days in Miami See how the US broadcasters work Visit Musexpo 7S Talk to the US record industry 

THIS YEAR for the first time R&RN is organising a special trip to Miami for radio and TV programmers. The trip, during the first week of November, coincides with Musexpo '79, the fifth International Record and Music Industry Market. The trip offers programmers the chance to meet the American and the world's music industries at Musexpo. In addition. R&RN is organising visits to six American radio and TV stations, where programmers can see how their opposite numbers in the States work, what their relations are like with their own record industry, and how the two countries' broadcasters can learn from one another. 
The cost of the trip: only £425*, including airfares, hotel accommodation, Musexpo registration and trips to radio and TV stations and record companies. The eight-day trip includes a direct return flight to Miami by British Airways 747, leaving Heathrow on Thursday November 1, and returning on Thursday evening, November 
And remember: the si s in Miami even in November, ik your passage, contact 

Album of the Week 

These have been a couple of exciting weeks for Linlon Kwesi Johnson, the fiery reggae poet of Brixton, centred on his compelling film documentary on Omnibus on June 7. Every songwriter should have such insight-laden por- traits on TV, but, in fact, few have the talent, social context or depth of purpose that would merit it. Dread, Beat an' Blood, the film about Johnson, may be sending many back to find out what they missed on his albums. Let's face the fact that a lot of reggae just never gets air-time, unless it's got big crossover appeal. So, just a reminder that Johnson's shivering, deep-voiced, dub-backed song-poems can be heard on Poet and the Roots: Dread Beat an' Blood (Virgin FL 1017) and Linton Kwesi Johnson: Forces of Victory (Island 1LPS 9566). Rickic Lee Jones (Warners K 56628) is the debut album of a 25-year-old 

TED NUGENT. State of Shock (Epic 86092). Produced by Cliff Davies and Lew Eutterman. 

ONE OF the giants of heavy metal, hammering home with ten tracks well-calculated to let you know that high energy needn't burn itself out. Some who find this ace guitarist too loud and flamboyant on stage should appreciate him on record, where you can keep the volume level below of ear-bursting. Beyc all the sound and fury. Ted Nugent signifies something of durable quality. There's a method to his madness that puts him in a special thinking-person's place in heavy- metal theatrics. I'd rather listen to his records than see him. This is a line starting-point to pick up on his latest excursions into thunder and lightning. Choice cuts: Paralyzed, Bite Down Hard and the title track. 
American newcomer who's been winning critics' acclaim on both sides of the Atlantic. Her bluesy langour and road-song nostalgia are creditable, easy listening of broad appeal. Chuck E's in Love is already moving nimbly 
^Townfey (EMI EMC 3298) is a debut album for Coventry-born John Townley, a sensitive, introverted, but promising singer-songwriter. This is delicate fare, somewhat difficult to relate to first lime around. I'd hate to see him get lost in the avalanche of 

There's much more instant excite- ment on Waldorf Travers: Night Blindness (United Artists UAG 30234), written by the singers, Marcia Waldorf and Gary Travers, in a vein that seems to emulate, if not equal, the style of Marshall Hain. The title track and Sad State of Affairs may provide enough of a taste for you to try the whole album. Quality and originality here. Poor Steve Forbert, who makes his debut on Alive on Arrival (Epic EPC 83308). He was dubbed "another new Dylan" by Bob Hilburn in the Los Angeles Times, and is going to have to live with that. He doesn't exactly eschew the label, coming on with a neck-holder for his mouth-harp, acoustic guitar and all the other trappings. Still, that were calling Eric London Wainwrighl and John Prine. .Forbert seems an emerging talent, one worth watching as he fights for his own identity. (Reports of his live appear- ance at The Venue recently showed great growth from this recorded debut). Disco-Funk 

Into the Future (MCA 3093), a of fresh air. The Floaters have been around for a long time, and were heaped with honours by Billboard in 1977. They've just completed a brief UK tour and, on the strength of this album, should build solidly over here. Gene McDaniels, who's had a hand in the production of more soul greats than 1 can list here, handled the expert production. From the first track, Levitation, right on through, this is soul that fairly bounces off the wall — vibrant, alive and jaunty. Folk and Country Kentigern (Topic I2TS 394) is a six- piece Glasgow folk band that took its name from the city's patron saint, also known as St. Mungo. Someone up there likes them, for in less than a year, they've achieved a light, fine group texture that sounds as if it were years in the barrel. Lovely jigs and string, pip — whistle and vocal interplay. They do traditional Scottish music proud with a dozen fine tracks. This is the sort of folk music that ought to cross over, but probably never will. With that wild folk fiddler Dave Swarbrick suffering from ear trouble that may drive him out of music, almost anything from him will be treasured by his sizeable following. Dave Swarbrick & Friends: The Ceilidh Album (Sonet SNTP 764) may not measure up to Swarb's best work with Fairport Convention, who are among the six "friends" here. Yet, it's a lively mixture of thrust and reel for anyone who likes the rough and ready folk ja 

There's so much disco-funk about, it takes 50 sets of ears to sort out the quality from the synthetic. Without slighting a lot of recent products, just a few words of rapture about Floaters 

Billie Jo Spears struck some nerve with British listeners with her singles. Blanket on the Ground and '57 Chevrolet. The Billie Jo Singles Album (UAK 30231) is charting exceedingly well, and gives you an opportunity to hear some undiluted country chanting of excellence. 
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AMERICAN COUNTRY star Kenny Serrall was in the li'l ole Yew Kay recently to undertake a promotions tour, pan of which involved mosey in' on down to Picca- dilly to appear on Tim Lyons' Country Cousins C& H' prog. Serrall (left) is pictured with mustachioed honcho Lyons (seated) and Country Cousins producer Joe Fish. "This is 
Piccadilly id 261. Well, well. A job as 
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"This Could be You" is singer songwriter Eddie Howell's debut single for Gem Records. It's a catchy ballad, superbly produced by Alan O'Duffy who engineered "Venus & Mars" for Wings, and has produced albums for Rory Gallagher, Alan Price and Horslips. Success has not eluded Eddie in Europe, Japan, South America and Australia and we think this should be the single to establish him in the U.K. The single comes in a limited edition special bag: Catalogue NumberGEMS 6. 

Proudly Published by Chrysalis Music Ltd. 
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